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Abstract
The use of Smart Cut ™ technology enables the layer
transfer of below 1µm thick InP films. Different receiver
substrates such as GaAs, Ge, Sapphire or even Si have
been evaluated to enable new functions: receiver lift off,
lower fragility, better integration. We have demonstrated
first InP-on-GaAs (both materials being semiconducting)
with a direct bonding and a density of threading
dislocations below 1e5/cm². A multi quantum wells
structure has been successfully grown on top. Second, we
have demonstrated InP-on-GaAs (both materials being
semiconducting) with either direct or insulating bonding.

handle substrates like sapphire, Ge or GaAs (Fig. 1), or even
Si [3]. Before bonding, the two substrates may be covered
with an intermediate additional bonding layer, like PECVD
SiO2 (Fig. 2). Another option is to bond directly the InP wafer
on the GaAs wafer. The remainder of the initial InP wafer can
be refreshed following a specific wafering process. We have
experimentally demonstrated up to 7 full Smart Cut™ cycles
and subsequent InP wafer refresh cycles [4].

INTRODUCTION
Indium Phosphide (InP) is a key semiconductor material
that enables optical systems to deliver the performance
required for data centre, metro and long-haul applications.
Lasers, photodiodes and waveguides are fabricated on InP.
Recently, lasers grown on layered transfer InP have
demonstrated record low power for photonics applications [1,
2]. However, InP is expensive and fragile which has slowed
down further usage for other applications such as sub watt sub
6 GHz and millimetre wave RF power amplifiers.
EXPERIMENTAL

Fig. 2. 100 mm wafer with thin InP transferred film on buried
oxide layer following Smart Cut™ technology.

RESULTS
Since standard Hubert etch solution is not applicable to
thin film of InP, crystal quality has been checked through
cross section and plane view Transmissions Electronic
Microscope (TEM). Cross section TEM at low magnification
does not show any threading dislocation (Fig. 3). In parallel,
plan view TEM have been checked on a surface of 1000 µm²
without detecting any threading dislocation, corresponding to
a threading dislocation density below 1e5/cm².
Cathodoluminescence is under evaluation.

Fig. 1. 100 mm wafer with thin InP transferred film on a GaAs
support substrate following Smart Cut™ technology

The InP engineered substrates used are either n-type, ptype doped (S and Zn) type or semi insulating (Fe counter
doping) of (100) orientation and 100 mm in diameter. The
Smart Cut ™ technology is used to perform InP layer transfer.
Implanted InP wafers can be bonded to different sorts of

Fig. 3. TEM cross section of an InP-on-GaAs engineered substrate with
a direct bonding. Left: high resolution. Right: low resolution.

Thanks to high resolution TEM at the bonding interface,
we clearly see (Fig. 3) that misfit dislocations are confined at
the bonding interface without inducing threading dislocations
in the InP film.

(A)

GROWTH OF EPITAXIAL STACK FOR OPTOELECTRONIC
APPLICATION
It is well known that the processing of devices using InP
and GaAs may cause cracking of an epitaxial wafer during the
process. Even when the top surface of an InP substrate is a
low index plane, a bevel edge contains planes with various
indexes. Therefore, epitaxial growth on the circumferential
portion causes anomalous growth on the chamfer. Anomalous
growth on the chamfer exerts strong stress on the wafer.
Compared to bulk InP, the InP-on-GaAs engineered
substrate is much less fragile for two reasons. First the
receiver material, GaAs, is stronger. Second, the probability
of cracking of the wafer in the processing steps is significantly
decreased by the existence of the non-transferred layer of InP
with an edge exclusion around 2 mm, preventing anomalous
overgrowth and stress built up. This can be evidenced by SEM
cross section (see Fig. 4).
Thanks to this effect we have been able to prepare devices
(comprising photolithography, metal deposition, RTP
annealing) without any wafer breakage and, without any edge
protection as usually done in the industry (which requires at
least one additional photolithography step). Furthermore, we
have been able to bond such grown layers and we have
achieved a world record of solar cells efficiency [4].

(B)

Fig. 5. Comparison of X-ray diffraction spectra of a MQW grown
either on bulk InP (a) and InP-on-GaAs (b).

Recently, embedded mirrors through the use of metallic
bonding have been demonstrated [5].
USE OF INP-ON-GAAS FOR RF APPLICATION
Using specific patterns deposited on top of the InP-onGaAs substrate, Hall effect measurements have been
performed to measure the effective electron mobility. A value
at 1375 cm²/V·s for a S-doped InP layer (doping at 4e18/cm3)
has been obtained. This corresponds to the mobility measured
on bulk InP, showing that the Smart Cut™ technology does
not alter the transport properties of the InP material. In Fig. 6,
we have plotted the evolution of this InP layer mobility
achieved after increased final annealing temperature of the
substrate normalized to the bulk reference value.

Fig. 4. SEM cross section showing the profile of the nontransferred area covered with epitaxial materials.

Thanks to InPACT and III-V Lab, a multi-quantum well
(MQW) structure has been grown by GSMBE on both bulk
InP and InP-on-GaAs substrates following the same recipe. X
ray diffraction measurements are presented (Fig. 5).

CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a Smart Cut ™ technology for InP
bulk wafers. Equivalent materials properties are measured on
both bulk and InP engineered substrates. A multi quantum
wells has been grown on top of InP-on-GaAs engineered
substrate leading to equivalent properties as on bulk InP.
Smart Cut TM technology for InP enables an improvement of
the mechanical yield and gives access to thin films of InP. For
this final case InP-on-Si is also an option and opens the way
of large wafer integration.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the electron mobility measured by Hall effect
as a function of the final annealing temperature of InP-on-GaAs
substrate.

Fully semi insulating InP-on-GaAs substrates have also
been prepared. For this product, the bonding layer can be a
buried oxide, prepared by PECVD deposition of SiO2 with a
typical thickness around 0.5 µm.
RF coplanar waveguides are being prepared on those semi
insulating substrates. Performances as referred to bulk InP
material are being measured.
FIRST DEMONSTRATION OF INP-ON-SI ENGINEERED
SUBSTRATE
Layer transfer of InP on top of a Si receiver substrate could
open the way to co integration between InP active devices and
Si passive waveguides and/or Si CMOS based drivers. Thanks
to a double layer transfer process (first layer transfer being
Smart CutTM on a temporary handle wafer), we have
demonstrated an engineered substrate where the InP layer is
conductively bonded to a Si substrate through a metallic
bonding. Photo and SEM cross section are presented in Fig.
7.

Fig. 7. InP-based composite substrate: InP-On-Si using Au
bonding layers.
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